Previous research reported that serotonin receptor 2A gene (HTR2A) polymorphisms were associated with memory. However, it is unknown whether these genetic variants were associated with both true and false memories. The current study of 336 Han Chinese subjects tested 30 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within the HTR2A gene for potential associations with true and false memories. False memories were assessed using the Deese-Roediger-McDermott (DRM) paradigm, in which people falsely remember semantically related (but unpresented) words. We found that 11 SNPs within the HTR2A gene were associated with true memory (p = 0.000076-0.043). The associations between true memory and seven adjacent SNPs (i.e., rs1923888, rs1745837, rs9567739, rs3742279, rs655888, rs655854, and rs2296972) were still significant after multiple testing corrections. Haplotype-based association analysis revealed that, true memory was positively associated with haplotype A-C-C-G-C-T-A for these seven adjacent SNPs (p = 0.000075), which was still significant after multiple testing correction. Only one SNP rs655854 was associated with false memory (p = 0.023), and it was not significant after multiple testing correction. This study replicates, in an Asian population, that genetic variation in HTR2A is associated with episodic memory, and also suggests that this association is restricted to true memory.
Introduction
Researchers who study human memory often distinguish memories of different types, such as semantic memory versus episodic memory, or short-term memory versus long-term memory. Within each type, there also are systematic individual differences in memory performance, some of which might be due to genetic factors. Previous twin and family studies have found the heritability of different forms of memory to be between 0.22 and 0.72 (Plomin, Owen, & McGuffin, 1994; Wilson et al., 2011) . Several previous studies detected associations between memory and genetic variants using candidate-gene and genome-wide association approaches. These studies suggested that memory was associated with many genetic variants, such as APOE, BDNF, SCN1A, and CTNNBL1 (Bondi et al., 1995; Egan et al., 2003; Papassotiropoulos et al., 2011 Papassotiropoulos et al., , 2013 .
Several studies have shown that variations in the serotonin receptor 2A (HTR2A) gene are associated with human memory performance (mainly measured by the verbal delayed episode memory task using semantically unrelated words as stimuli). Researchers reported that a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), rs6314 located in exon 3 of the HTR2A gene and associated with the intracellular signaling cascade of the receptor, was related to verbal memory performance in 349 healthy young Swedish adults (de Quervain et al., 2003) . In a later study, researchers from the same lab expanded the subjects to 622 healthy Swedish subjects aged from 18 to 90 years and found that this SNP was related to memory only in young adults (Papassotiropoulos et al., 2005) . In addition, another group of researchers replicated the association between this SNP and verbal delayed recall and recognition in 133 healthy German adults (Wagner, Schuhmacher, Schwab, Zobel, & Maier, 2008) . The SNP rs6314 has also be referred to as H452Y. Based on this SNP, subjects could be divided into three categories, including His/His homozygotes, His/Tyr heterozygotes, and Tyr/Tyr homozygotes. All three studies mentioned above suggested that His/His homozygotes performed better than His/Tyr heterozygotes in a delayed verbal memory test (equal to or longer than 5 min after word presentation). A neuroimaging study also suggested
